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Digimon world next order recruitment guide

Digimon World: The next order features tons of different digimon that you can find and recruit to increase the prosperity level of each flowtia and join your city. This Digimon World: The resident recruitment guide for the next order will tell you where to find all the digimon to join your city along with information on the perks and benefits you
get to recruit them. Patamon is the first digimon you can recruit to join Floatia in Chapter 1. As soon as you leave the city, he will challenge the fight. Drop him off and he will offer to join the town. When he participates, he set up a warehouse that you can use to store and pull out items. Speak to Bjomon at the above place and ask if you
know those who can teach you how to fly. You have to proceed with the main story quest until you have to head to the volcano area. There you will encounter Bird Ramon, after you defeat him in battle, he will join your city. Speaking to Bjomon after Bhara ramon joined the city, she also participates. \ Palmon is located at the above
location. He needs you to find cheerful apples, digistoke and salty fruits. Where to find Digistalk – This is a common item. Start with these 10 when you start a game where you will find a cheerful Apple - you can find a cheerful Apple on the east side of the map, with some trees, near the entrance of the Old Cableway. It actually looks like
an apple. Where to find salty fruits - salty berries can be found on the forest path map. It was during the day I found it. It is a large square often found at the bottom of trees in the area. When you give an item to Palmon, he join the city. He improves your meat field so you can get 8 meats a day. The astronomical text is in the above place.
When you talk to him, he will try to sell you a recovery disc. You can shop around for cheap prices, but he won't join the city unless you pay the full price of 100 bits. Buy items from him for 100 bits and he will join the city. He opens an item shop in Floatia where you can find Etemon in the same position as where Biyomon was at the start
of the game. Recruit Biyomon to the city and proceed to Chapter 2 to find Etemon on a vast plateau. He asks you to find a battery that can be found in the power plant. The digi battery is on the Power Planet. Near a large lemon field behind the hut. Return the digi battery to Etemon and he join the city to open the stock market. You can
find Numemun in the place of the above mark. He asks you to collect 5 green digists. These look like regular Digistalk mushrooms, except they are green. You can find scattered locations along the path in the forest path map area. You don't want to mess with digimon in this area too much, so you can exit the map and enter it again to
play Green Digistoke again. When you turn an item, you have to fight him, and then heNumon sits by the city's toilets and offers free portable toilets every day. Wormmon is also on the forest road, near some dangerous enemies. If you are careful, you can still talk to him without triggering Vegiemon. He will ask what he can do with his silk
and you should answer make a fishing line. He asks you to find a stick that you can use to make a fishing rod before coming to your town. Get Digimail so I have to choose the option I guess when you ask him to find it. Back near the entrance of the forest path, you will see a yellow material marker on the floor, which is a stick. Back in
Wormmon, he will give you a fishing rod and join your town. You can find him near the training hall and he will tell you what your digimon favorite food is. Kuwama can be found at Power Plant #2. He will want you to bring him the Royal Digi Jelly, which can be found on the forest path of the Plains. Head into the forest road and you'll see a
pickup, or Royal Digi Jelly, with rainbow glow along the way. Return to the power plant and give it to him to get him to join your town. If you speak to him in the training area at night, he will give you special food to help with training, you will increase the statistics when training after you eat it. You can also find furo in the power plant after
you're done a bit of a story there. When you return, he will be on top near the huge lemon field and he will be talking about electricity. If he's not there, make sure you're already recruiting stagmon and back in the city, and come back to the power plant. At the end of Chapter 2, the task of looking for Datamon opens another power plant.
Fugamon reappears, offering valuable items in exchange for conductor lemons. Thanks to Vinny Erickson-Holze and Living Hell for their contributions. At some point during Chapter 2, Meicoomon will send Digimail to the EX scenario folder. He says he's in a place with cables, grass and trees. You can find him on the map of the old
cableway. He asks you to drop off a powerful digimon on a vast plateau map. Leave the old cableway and drop off the groermon (orange). Going back to Meigmon, he will give you another mystery. Green, soil, waterfall, fence, long bridge. Head to Guts Waste and travel to the following locations to interact with the items: You will be
attacked by a group of pidmons. Veemon is located at the entrance to the Server Desert, if you enter from a vast plateau. To recruit him, you need to go through the desert to the west and enter the server cemetery. You need to find the togemon you can find here. Vimon and Togemon fought and Togemon said he was missing something
in his attack, so he fled. You will be grateful to offer to help find Vimon and Tozimon.At the entrance to the desert, you can recruit Veemon by fighting him. Tell him what Togemon said and then offer to be his training partner. Veemon can upgrade your buildings when you get more people in town, still don't know how many. As you
approach him, he needs to find Magma Rosenzi, which is located around the Logic Volcano region. Head to the location marked with the player icon in the image above. There is Magma Rosenzi there. When Graymon joines the city, you can build and repair tents in the item shop. After you recruit Veemon, you can go talk to Togemon
again and recruit her as well. Beat her in the match and she will join the town at the training center. She gives you food during the day at the training gym. In the early stages of the game, there are bananas and several resource extraction points on the To Allowed Hall map, just around the corner from the noise storm entrance. The first
time you approach these items, a NAME is generated. You need to defeat him in the fight, after which you can harvest items behind him. Come back later and you expand the city to a big city and have about 15 prosperity. Talk to him again and he will join the city. He opens Treasure Hunter in the entertainment district. This is a straight
fight against grankwagamon. Of all the fights I've ever had, this was still a closet fight. Make sure you can fuse as you try to beat him. He is in the dojo and can change the requirements for digimon to evolve into another digimon. During the main story, you will be tasked with going to Dead End Town to defeat the fearsome enemies. Once
you've killed it, you can explore a small area of Dead End Town. You will find Angelmon in the area soon after finishing your exploration of the story here. You have to head to Logic Volcano, head to the garbage mountain map! You have to beat him. When you beat him, he will join the city. Back in Angemon in Dead End Town, he also
join the city. Chapter 2 Appears in Dead EndTown towards the halfway point of Seraphimon. You still can't recruit him, check out this guide's Frost Cathedral area for more information. At the beginning of chapter 2, after defeating the machine Drumon on the StepStep map, return to find WrapLeomon stuck at the top of a sandy hill.
Talking to him, he would find Gargomon and ask him to get some cyber grease. Head to Tower Road (opposite the oasis area on the Server Cemetery map) and talk to Gargomon. He will give you grease and join the city. Return to GrapeLeomon to open the Big Money Wasteland Map and he will also join the city. Grula Plamon
opensDigivolution Research Dojo and Gargomon are selling new battle enhancement items in-store. The main story is when exploring the volcanic region of the Server Desert. You need to find Bird Ramon to move forward. Drop him off and he will join your city and provide you with a fly to your destination for a fee. Head to the area on
the map above. When you first talk to him, it may not start his quest. I used a tent, slept nearby and tried the next day. Then he explodes and you are left to find his body parts. They are spread out during the game, check out below for the exact location. He will join the city. You will also get 5 Leriquite heads at the top of the volcano, Land
of Fire, where you can find the arrester Dramon, who is level 48 and very hard to kill. Drop him off to get him to join your city. When he joins your city, he adds bonuses to certain stats in the gym every day. Talk to him on Sunday asking for a special reward. Another digimon must fight on the volcano. He is high level and very strong, you
may need to fuse to beat him. Either way. Make sure you bring plenty of healing items to get over his damage. This is one of the tough fights you have to do. I popped defense and crime boosters to keep my man alive long enough for fusion. After the fusion, I was able to beat him and he later came back to the city. Cabterimon can't be
pushed over. I had a digimon over 7k HP and they still got one shot by his huge AOE. That said, he has a low defense and only about 2500 HP. I beat him by immediately inflicting a lot of damage before he could get rid of his strong movement. When you beat him, he will join the town and he can upgrade your training equipment for cash.
Lenamon will be available to recruit after you upgrade to a big city and Taomon participates throughout the story. To get Lenamon on your part, you need to catch a digicalp. You can find one by balanced from the first area you can explore, the vast highland bridge. I caught mys at night, but I don't know if you need to catch them at night.
She sells food in your city next to Melamon. Once you've unlocked the Desivoltion Dojo in the city, you can return to the entrance cape and speak to Pale Drumon. He challenges you to a fight where you start with 1/5 HP and 1/5 MP. He hits like a track, at a high level. When you drop him off, he joines the city and opens DNA Digivolution.
Stringmon will join you once you hit Chapter 3 (if you have more than 95 flourishes in town, he can also participate before. Just go up to him and talk to him for him to join. He asks you to find mega cabterimon, we are still looking for him. He opens a new laboratory in the town's research area. When you reach a certain trainer level, he will
give you chips to power up your digimon. YouYou need to collect digimarie, digiclesian, and digikoy and return them to Seed Ramon. Once you have completed his quest, he will join the city. You will also get the ability to fish in the city with a new lure. You can catch all the fish from the bridge near the town. Unless you have some strong
digimon, reaching Zdmon is a bit of a pain. I got there to my fourth egg, but you can probably do it in your third if you have a good digimon. He asks you to find Gumdramon and say he is sorry. You may remember Gumdramon from the entrance of Logic Volcano, he will guide you. We will go to the volcano and tell you what Zdmon said
sorry and return to have Zdmon join you. Zdmon will be a building shop in town, he will go out to find you stones and liquids. You can find demi-de vimon in the cabin of the ship 2.0. He asks you to find a special holy grail. Challis belongs to Vikmon, which can be found inside the Pirates cabin of mod ship 3.0. Head there and drop him off
to get Demi DeVimon and Vivicemon on their part. Demi DeVimon rewards you with items for trading on the stock market. Vikemon offers your fishing challenges to complete in town. When you complete his challenge, you can get a good fishing rod from Vikemon. He is also in the town's building shop and gives you a reward for upgrading
the town. There is a Black Gatmon in the MOD ship 3.0 cabin. He finds various pirate treasures and asks him to sell them. After talking to him, check out the cabin itself for pirate treasures in the corner. When you leave the cabin, there is a deck of mod ship 3.0, one inside the captain's cabin, and one of the MOD ship 3.0 maps. They
respawn after a certain amount of time. I have handed over 10 items so far and nothing will be updated with more information. But it's not all bad, as there are items worth 10,000 bits. Through mod ship 3.0, you need to enter the cabin, leave the other side and get to the flag MOD ship. Talking to Marine Angelon, she asks you to find the
item. There are special yellow markers with iridescent splashes around the ship, captain's cabins, random items marked with ship 3.0 cabins and Mod Ship 3.0 maps. Find the item and take it home. Continue until you find a bent spoon. Then return to Marine Angelon. She can enter the hospital and move her life from one digimon to
another, so you can synchronize your digimon playback. You need to unlock the Ogino Wasteland to recruit Agmon to the city. Continue to Chapter 2 and join the city with Gargomon &amp; Grapramon. The Ogino Wasteland Map opens. When you enter, you will see Agmon near the beginning. Defeat him in battle and he will join the city.
He is involved in the decoration of the square. Gaomon can be foundoutside the fort. He asks you to bring 20 hunks of meat. Simply bring him meat and he will join the city. He said the Coliseum Gobrimon is actually in the cave, but not marked as an actual exit on the map. You need to enter the Dori Tunnel Hub 2 cave, which is marked
with the player icon on the image above. 20 pieces of rotten meat for Gobrimon and he will join your city. Here's another meat quest. You need to bring the 20 best meats to Tyrannomon, you can find him inside the cave near Gaomon. When he joins the city, he allows you to exchange wood and liquid materials. You have to talk to
Leomon behind the meat fortress to get Olgemon. He tells us about the war between veggie and the meat army. We will go to the Palace of Thorns and have Lilymon and Vegemon join you. Back in Leomon, he tells you that he needs the information Olgemon has. Olgemon is right next to the wasteland bridge. Defeat him and return to
Leomon for the next part of this mission. Olgemon opens a hot dog stand in the entertainment area. After you defeat Olgemon, he will join and talk to Leomon and he will tell you to go to the prison near the Palace of Thorns. Woodmon is a guard here and beat him and he will join you. He sells you nuts in the field area of town. When you
finally defeat Rosemon, return to Leomon and he will join your city. Leonmon is at the Colosseum. Antillamon can speak when you first get to the wasteland, but he won't participate until after you defeat Rosemon. He is found on the left side of the meaty fort. The area where rosemon was defeated has a rainbow sheen on the floor. Pick it
up and give it to Antillamon to get him to join your city. He can go to the town dojo and help you find what you need to get digimon to evolve into something. Before you talk to Lilymon, make sure you go to the other Fort, talk to Shamamon to get an entry, and talk to Leomon. Head to Lilymon and she will give you a quest at the start of the
Palace of Thorns to take, remove the vegetables so that they can eat vegetables. Go here after you accept the quest and defeat Vegiemon to get him to join you. Back in Lilymon, she will also be with you in town. Vegetables and lilymons can both be sent out to collect food from the garden. After rescuing Shine Greymon, return to
Leomon and he will be asked to attack the castle. You have to defeat Hercules Cabtellion to get into the back of the castle and when you defeat him, he will join it. Before he is useful, you need to get Uzarulmon in town. Once you get Halles Garulmon, Hercules Cabterion will go to the advanced item shop and sell chips that can
permanently increase your digimon statistics. You have to beat Rosemon after she beat Hercules Cabtellion to join you. She is very strong and you probably have to use your extra cross evolution fusion to beat her.Enter the museum area of the entertainment district. Before Garulmon can join the city, you'll need to complete wizardmon
quests. See the Bony Drive area of this guide. He asks you to find his list in the area. The first page is in the Celebrity Red Room. Back in Tukaimon, he will tell you that there are many more pages. The second page is in a cemetery connected to the corpse path. Another piece of paper can be located in the Pink House in the Bonny Drive
area. He gives you a tip as a reward, but doesn't join the city. Wizardmon is located on Bonny Drive. It is next to the Celebrity Blue Room. Talking to him, he asks you to find Garulmon for him. Garulmon can be found outside the Palace of Thorns and when you talk to him he will go to the city. Back in Wizardmon, he also goes to the city.
Garulmon offers a random amount of bits every day, and Wizardmon tele reports you to random locations based on the day for free. Talk to Weschgar lumon on Bonny Drive to start this quest. He asks you to get a ring from Skull Greymon, he can be found in the cemetery through the corpse path. When you speak to Skull Graymon, you
have to face him, he is level 20 and decently strong. If you can fuse, you can easily hit him. He will join and when you return to WereGururumon he will also join the city. Usgurmon is opening a second shop selling crystals that can be used to evolve digimon. There is a Platinum in the Celebrity Red Room in the Bonnie Drive area. When I
talked to him he said something about that no money was coming out of me and I just got under 200k, I'll come back later and see if this is how you cause him. Head to the map on Bonny Drive and walk to a large courtyard-type area. There is Toyagmon there. Talk to him and he will ask him to find the missing block. Monzaemon has it,
but don't worry, he's nearby. Simply head to the Celebrity Green Room and talk to Monzamomon to get your pieces back. I will return it to Toyagmon. These two basically join a really boring casino, arena. Youcommon can be found in the corpse path and he wants a duel with Boltmon. You must have a miotizon in your city before
Youcommon can talk to you. You have to come and go until Youcommon tells you to talk to your city's Myotison. Do it and return to Boltmon for him to join your city. He will be in the entertainment district and quiz you about your digimon. The two are located in the cadabodies path at the bottom of Bonny Drive. They ask you to take a quiz.
1. What do they call this area? 2. How have human horns been assembled in Lopumon and Terriermon? 3. Which is not brown? After asking you to come to your city. They are in restaurants and serve different dishes. Head to the map of the cemetery just beyond The Corps Way. It isMamamun near the church. Talk to him and he will join
the city. He opens the arena. I did this during Chapter 4, so I don't know if it will open in Chapter 3 or Chapter 4. Speak to Myotison and he will give you a mission. He wants you to find Truyen on the volcano and get his items back. Truyemon is in the area of the garbage pile of Logic Volcano and you have to fight him. After you beat him,
he gives you items and join the city, he's not that tough. Tuereiemon will help you in your search for treasures and Let Meos Timon look at the old cards you have found. Gardmon can be found on flower bed island and he wants you to get items for him. The problem is that the item is on the other side of the area and the bridge to get there
is not currently down. So, you have to go all the way to the COD Cape and follow around from mod ship 1 to reach Hagglemon in the control room. When you talk to him, he lowers the bridge and you can go back to Gardmon much faster. Lapidmon is found on the nearby Pasfork Island where you get Gardmon. Talking to him, he asks
you to find his cell phone. You have to go back to the control room where you talked to Hagglemon and press the big red button there. This lowers the bridge near Rapidmon and you can cross it to get it to the floor across his phone, that right bridge. The drain entrance is one of the large funnels coming out of the ground and can be found
on Pasfork Island. Check the screenshot above for the exact location of the entrance. Nanimon is one of the digimon inside. Defeat him in battle and he will join the city. He participates in the entertainment district and gives free luck coins every day. Skamon is another digimon in the drain. Simply drop him off and he will join the city. It's a
tough fight, so bring a booster. When he joines the city, you can talk to him to lower your digimon tard bar. These two are also in the sewer. Talk to them, don't know if the choice is important. Eventually, Clearagmon would run away. He stayed in the sewer and was very close. Try different options and keep chasing him. Eventually he
would be cornered near the entrance of King Skamon. Defeat Toyagmon in battle and they will return to their original location. You get a big double disc. You can repeat the quest if you wish. Machgaogamon is on Boulder Island and all you have to do is beat him and get him involved. It's a battle you need to win in 60 seconds so don't be
afraid to pop attack boosters to win. Gabmon can be found at the end of the path of the freezing method. Talk to him and if you already have Garulmon in your city, he will join you. He stands outside the city's training hall. If you talk to him at night, he will increase the mood of your partner. Talking to Gomamon, he will ask you to take a
picture with Megacia Dramon. You can find Mega Seed Ramon in mod cape, he's on deckThe second boat on the MOD ship 1.0 map. You don't have to fight him, just grab a picture and he will join the city. Gomamon will join you when you return the photo to him. Mega Seed Ramon will do something with you increasing the fishing area to
the level 4.Sesamemon will replace a certain amount of fish for a new lure. Speak together and ask him to find an excellent chef. The chef he is looking for is Seraphimon. You can find him in Dead EndTown. Talk to him and he will join the city. Return to the pond gate and he will join in. Seraphimon participates in restaurants and sells



some incredible foods. One Country Gate fills digimon's hunger for free. If you are strong enough, this is easy. All you have to do is beat him within a minute and he will join the city. I had to use him a couple of 150 moves but he went down fast enough. When he participates, he stands very close to the entrance of the business district.
Speak to him once a day and he will give you digimon +5 discipline bonus. This is a time-taken quest, you have 24 hours. But you can get the ingredients you need before talking to him. Save before you talk to him. Speaking to IceDevimon, Hill asks him to collect ingredients to help him lose 5 grams. You can give him up to three
ingredients. I used frost cut mushroom x2 and meet x1. It is also possible for him to ask you to lose 3 grams, but if he reloads the save and try 5 grams again. You can find frostcut mushrooms in and around the frozen palace. I have not tried it, but 3 grams 1 should work with 1x DigiStalk, 1x meat and 1x frosted cut mushrooms. This area
opens between stories in preparation for the last battle. Simply beat Debimon in battle (it's a difficult one) and he will join the city. He creates dimension districts, but you can't use dimension doors until you've completed the game. There are 4 digimon that can be recruited in infinity cauldron. You can get PhoenixMon, Sakuyamon, Lady
Devimon and Okuwamon. Any of them are fights that deduct LadyDevimon and you can tell that she can run a shop in town. Sakyamon and Lady DeVimon sold items in the Advanced Shop, Okuwamon plowed the fields in return for healing items, and I couldn't find Phoenixmon. It only takes 100 flourishes to complete the game, but
capturing all the digimon above is well over that limit. If you want to advance the end game, you can reach a total of 200 prosperity. Once you've completed the main story of the game, you can go back to the digital world and continue recruiting other Digimon you missed. However, there are also a number of new ones that are only
available after completing the game. Below is a list of additional digimon we recruited after completing the game. The same might be available a little earlier. MOD Ship 3.0 you must have already deded Bancho Leomon. When he joined the cityIn Mod Ship 3.0, spawn at the edge of the seed ramon-covered dock. He asks you to bring a
digimon that has learned a fatal punch. I have all of the fighting motion abilities and none of them seemed to cause him. Minervamon is located inside the Logic volcano in the first area. Talk to her and she will ask you to deliver a gift to Dianamon with absolute zero. When you give an item to Dianamon, she asks you to deliver a letter to
Mimina Bammon when you give a letter to Minellamon, she asks you to deliver another gift when you give Dianamon a second gift, she asks you to deliver a gift to Minebamon when you give a gift to Minevamon, She must fight back to Dianamon back to Dianamon. Very fierce battle. Then they both participate and go to the Coliseum.
Thanks to Falcon Lieber for the contribution. Kermon is located inside Icy Hall. He asks you to withdraw the evil power. I couldn't get there because the last set of my digimon was dead. Lipodmon is one of the knights you can fight after defeating the game. He is level 50 and can do quite a bit of damage. You can find him in the desert
server cemetery. Lepermon is in the Dimension district. Kaiser Graymon will send you on a quest to get some items for him. The first is Rosethorne at Rose Palace. You need to collect it near the south wall in the morning, it is near the outer grapes. Next up is the speed chip and I've used all my stuff, so I'm still looking. Sometimes you
can earn these from daily rewards by exchanging points. Coromon sends a digimail saying that his flawed ex Machina has a cool digimon. When you first see Justimon and he seems to run away, you meet him on Control Island and he says fight you again, you get a desi email saying you'll see him on Control Island again and he didn't
email and IceFugamon is the culprit, You prove it was him by clicking on the right option, then JusticeMon comes to Frotia. Great thanks to the Killa_Bread for his contribution. Posted on February 6, 2017 by Johnny Hurricane Din Digimon World Next Order Guide, Game Guide On How to Make Quick Money (Bit) in digimon World: Next
Order Money is something you always need in the following order digimon world. Training, food, healing items and even travel will always cost you some money. Check out this article to find out how to post on February 5, 2017 by Blaine Smithin Digimon World Next Order Guide, Game Guide Digimon: Digimon World Next Order
Digivoltion Mechanic may seem a little overwhelming at times. This Digimon World: Next Order Digivoltion Conditions Guide covers Blaine Smithin Digimon World Next Order Guide, Game Guide Digimon World: February 2, 2017 posted by:Skill Moving Guide can raise the most powerful digimon imaginable, but without the right moves,
they won't help. This Digimon World: Next Order Attack Skill Guide Will Tell You What You Need to Kill to Learn February 1 Post February 1, BrainSmidine Digimon World Next Order Guide, Game Guide How to Lose Weight in Digimon World: One of the many requirements to digibolve into some of the most powerful Digimimve games in
the following order is weight. How to lose weight in digimon world: the next order guide will tell you the best of the best
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